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The formal living room, left, has a bay window looking onto the garden, above.

L-shaped sofa — that allows the owners the option of sitting facing the fire
or the television. “That shape also provided the breakfast area a kind of
screen so it doesn’t feel as if the table’s right in the family room,” she says.
In the formal living room, Kase unleashed color to counter the formal
woodwork in the rest of the interior. “Luckily, both our clients like color
and he wanted something bold that filled the space and was also inviting,”
says Kase.
“I really wanted to ground the space. India has so much color,” says
Kase, who had been there as a young designer in 1979. “We were inspired
by that. You don’t get something quite like that in something Italian,” she
says.
Antique Swedish armchairs that have delicate paisley-patterned upholstery work in concert with a vintage Agra rug. The sofa from Enid Ford has
chartreuse upholstery, and as a counterpoint, Kase added contemporary
metal coffee tables by Gary Hutton.
At one end of the living room a bay window with three sides of glass looks
completely modern despite its wood-frame windows.
“They are detailed like steel sash windows,” says Payson.
But here, too, there are hints of India. “The Woven Cargoes fabric on
those chairs from Enid Ford has a special pattern,” says Kase. “It’s the tree
of life.” ♦
Zahid Sardar is The Chronicle design editor. E-mail him at zsardar@sf
chronicle.com.

Upstairs, painted wood and lighter textures prevail.
Left, in the master bath, blind doors with mirrors
conceal storage. Limestone floors are matched with
golden plaster walls. This page, a deep porcelain tub
is offset by custom mosaics from Waterworks. The
panels simulate Asian wall hangings.

